FITTING YOUR BED BASE PROTECTOR
Remove legs, or castors, from bed
base, and flatten protruding staples.
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Once all leg ports are sealed, begin
enclosing bed base in the protector
from one end. Avoid friction burns by
not pulling, or scraping, base on floor
with BugLock® fabric in between.
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Remove backing from rubber sealing
disk to expose adhesive surface.
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Continue enclosing bed base in
protector, gradually.
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Place rubber sealing disks over each
leg port, leaving screw hole exposed.
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Ensure protector is fitted to bed base,
with only the zipper are exposed.
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Make sure rubber sealing disks are in
correct position over all leg ports,
forming a good seal.
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Start closing the zip, avoiding a zip
malfunction, by pulling both sides as
close as possible.
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Zip all the way around the bed base.

Make sure zip is closed all the way
and fastened securely.
For added protection, use the
SecureSeal® lock-tie provided, to
fasten the zipper to the anchor point.
This forms a tamper-proof seal.

Check that seams are straight, and
that the protector is stretched
uniformly over the base. Then, locate
the positions of the leg ports with
your finger. It is important to get this
right, as holes will be made in these
positions.

Push bed legs, or castors, into leg
ports, turning clockwise, and then
anti-clockwise to cut a hole through
the fabric of the protector, being
careful not to rip it more than
required to replace the leg.
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Screw in all of the bed legs, or
castors, securely.

Make sure all bed legs, or castors, are
screwed in, before flipping bed base
back over.

Flip bed base over, and position
mattress on top.

Your bed base is now
fully protected!
You are NOW ready to
fit a mattress
protector to your
mattress.
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